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Soulshatters sans guide

Content [show] Overview of Welp, what can we say about this character? Sans is a strong class with numerous strong attacks with 3 main types (telekinesis, gaster blaster, bone). This figure is quite difficult to handle if you want to use it against the PVP, especially nowadays from the update because gaster blasters
shooting speed is slower. The main way to deal with damage with Sans after reworking is to use combos that gaster blasters use. The weakness of Sans's main weakness is that you can consider his mana as a health bar. Most final, if he hits the drain his mana by a large amount and can one-shot him. If his mana drops
to zero, he will be overwhelmed for 5 seconds, leaving him vulnerable to any attack, so if the opponent is fast enough, it's game over. Notes General Zoner, you should play defensively. If you can land blaster spam, good for you. Otherwise, do not smedute it. KR will only work on the following classes: Asriel, Chara
(Glitchtale) and Bete Noire. KR deals with double damage and will deplete faster, the more it is. Ability Melee: A sub-standard melee with low priority. Block: An extremely poor block that has a long wind. It's better to try to melee the clash rather than go for the perfect block. Bone Throw/BO1: Generally useless attack,
but good for adding some more damage or annoying opponents. Bone Dyke/BO2: A firing attack that is best used for dodging classes. Bone area/BO3: Alternative to blue bone use. Blue Bones/BO4: One of your best attacks, it stuns the enemy by about 3s, best for low attacks like Blaster 1, Bones, 1.3, and even Two,
and Blaster Five. It can also be used to regen endurance. B4 does the best damage here, but if you're on a budget use B3. BO4 cannot be followed by B4 as a finisher. Gaster Blaster/B1: A standard, low damage blaster that makes a knockback. Good for preserving mana while dealing with damage and pushing them
away. Great Blaster/B2: Deals with slight damage and knockback while being cheap on mana. Quad Blaster/B3: Cheaper B4, and can be used in combos, which is useful Blaster Circle / B4: Good damage if the plots, but too much endurance, which can be very risky for combos. Bone Stomp/B5: Fairly easy to use (as
you can use it in a mid-dough melee combo) and powerful. Mega Blasters/B6: VERY hard to hit, but can be used for mega damage, but it may not work, so if you're not good as sans, don't save it. Telekinesis 1 turns the player's heart blue and throws them in the direction (w, a, s, d and spacebar) Telekinesis 2 must be
less than 40%, but higher than 10% will start the person in random directions and give you distance. Telekinesis 3 gives the player a warning against hitting them and slamming them into bone zones and then piercing them with one long sharp bone, dealing a total of 58 damage. Combos Note: Remember combo must
not give any to escape, and people people Published strings (a series of attacks that do not qualify as combos) instead of actual combos. Sans doesn't have much combo potential as well. Instead, a good way to play Sans is to make good use of your extreme mobility and swoop in for a short combo after a short combo,
as well as playing passively sometimes to recharge your mana. Distance is the key to survival when you play as Sans as distance gives you enough time to regain endurance. Key All damage assumes 150 defenses. (As a result of KR, the damage does not differ between the defence.) x(Number) Take this action
(number) several times. &gt; After completing the previous move, do the attack that the arrow points to. &gt;&gt; Do this as quickly as possible =&gt; Wait before you do this step (about 0.5 seconds per =) () Optional move bones and blasters ( 68 Damage 45% endurance) Melee x2 &gt;&gt; White Bones = &gt; Melee x2
= &gt; Blue Bones = &gt; Bones 1 &gt;&gt; Melee x5 &gt; Blaster 1 = &gt; Blaster 2 = &gt; A Fair Amount of Damage for a Fair Amount of Endurance, Gives You Distance To Regen Too Air Blasters (58 Damage 10% Endurance) Cheap and Effective. Melee x3 &gt;&gt; White Bones = &gt; Melee x2 = &gt; Telekinesis 1 =
&gt; Blaster 1 &gt;&gt; Blaster 2&gt;&gt; Blaster Combo Melee x5&gt;&gt; Blaster 1&gt;&gt; Blaster 2 &gt;&gt; Cheap and can give you distance Unlock Blaster Hit (67 damage 10%-20% Endurance) Melee x5 &gt;&gt; Telekinesis 1 = &gt; Unlock = &gt; Put the mouse where the person was lifted = &gt; Blaster 3 &gt;&gt;
(Very difficult but useful and takes some energy and can be used to give you a lot of distance , Works best to add with combos) Karma Killer (New version) (417 damages including karma (without it being 217), 74% endurance) Melee x4 (slowly, so you can walk forward) Blaster 5 = &gt; Telekinesis 1 = &gt; wait until the
player fell &gt;&gt; Blaster 1 = &gt; Blaster 2 &gt;&gt; Dash to them = &gt; Teleport to opponent = &gt; Melee x4 = &gt; Blue Bones = &gt; White Bones &gt;&gt; Melee x5 &gt; Unlock Blaster Hit = &gt; Telekinesis 3 = &gt; New Karma Killer , Do not have to kill completely, but will solve a heavy tons of damage to make the
opponent panic, use it only as a finisher, because it takes more stamina is best used to challenge the room because they give much more space to it combo. Update Combo (53 if ends blaster 1, 68 if ends with blaster 3, 30-35% endurance, but regen after attack). Melee x4 &gt; Blaster 1 &gt; Blue Bones = &gt; Bones 1 =
&gt; Melee x5 &gt;&gt; Telekinesis 1 = &gt; Blaster 1, or Do Unlock Blaster Hit (Unlock and Blaster 3 at the point where the person was lifted). The new update combo, can give you distance because Blaster 1 and because Unlock Blaster Hit can be used to add to combos, it will add 29 more damage. Infinity Combo
Melee x4 &gt;&gt; Blaster 1 = &gt; Walk Backwards Slightly Until You Hear Knockback Noise = &gt; Melee x4 &gt; Blue = &gt; wait for a little &gt;&gt; Mele x4 &gt;&gt; Blaster 1 = &gt; walk backwards slightly until you hear knockback noise = &gt; Melee x5 &gt;&gt; Unlock Blaster Hit combo = &gt; Teleport = &gt;
Repeat&gt; Infinity Infinity You can quit whenever you want it to end, but it is used for major damage, if you are under pressure or rushed, it can be used to make big chunks out of a player's health, but make sure you don't repeat it until you are low, otherwise if you are alive, they can easily kill you. It can be very difficult



to pull off the way practice does that until you can handle it. Match-up vs. Asriel Asriel is very hard to fight even if you have Karma. They can use Hyper Goner right after their melee to easily kill them. Hyper Goner is hard to avoid as a single hit can kill you. Just don't let them stun you. If you know a combo that can one-
shot Asriel, use it after perfectly blocking it, or once you run a melee on it. Asriel is invincible if used 1 or 2, 1 can easily take a big chunk out of your mana, 2 also does the same thing as 1, so you should run away from Asriel if you used 1 or 2, if you used all the attacks I mentioned, use 1 shot combo right away, don't
miss your opportunity or your dead for sure next time you use 1 and 2 again. If they continue to run and you can't start 1 shot combo, Telekinesis 1 and up, just don't let them run away. The best way to avoid 1 and 2 is to unblock and dasing and teleport away, then you can lock it again. But Asriel's biggest weapon is a
chaos buster, they can spam and run away. To counter this, do telekinesis 1 to lift and use blaster 1 and 2 to knock them backwards. Vs. Sans Ah, mirror. Don't use blasters, but use your Bones 1 &amp; 2 instead as it can quickly bring their mana down and you can even spam it. Bones 3 is also useful and Telekinesis 3
delivers almost 50% mana, but can easily block it, so it's best to use Telekinesis 3 after sending it side by side or up (above is best done in challenge room) with Telekinesis 1. The best way to fight sans is doing low endurance attacks, use Bones 1 and Blaster 1 to piece down Sans endurance, dash their melee and their
attacks and your attacks. Vs UT Frisk Frisk is very easy to beat (assuming they are under LV 20), just be careful about their hard gloves as it can shred mana very easily using only 3 combos. Besides, you have nothing to worry about. However, if you are fighting LV 20 Frisk, you need to be careful about their True Knife
2 (which can shred about 20-30% of your endurance, as well as using Blasters 3 or 4) and their True Knife 4 (which can one-shot you if it hits). They also have crazy speed on the LV 20, so be careful and don't rush. You also need to be wary of their dodge and teleport, so it's best to drain their dodge at the beginning of
your combo, then quickly use your medium attacks/finishers before you dodge them recharging, otherwise, your attacks may be missed so you lose stamina unnecessarily. If Frisk tries to use hard gloves on you, melee them before starting their melee, otherwise start attacking use 1 with hard gloves. If trying to use ballet
shoes 1, just back them up because they can't move during this attack, and feel free to use any attack (but consider their dodge). If the frisk is lower than the LV 20, you're good apart from their hard gloves, ballet shoes, gun and ITEMs, so it's best to finish in one combo while you can. Also, just walk. Frisk's advantage is
when sans can't move. If you're walking, and Frisk hits you, you'll continue to walk and barely take any energy. Be aware that they can still dash behind you and attack. If frisk makes a real knife 2 and 4, and if frisk makes shoes, dash away. A hard glove can't do anything if you're leaving. Vs GT Chara GT Chara can end
up very easily using continuous projectily and attacks such as SP1 and Hate Ball. The only advantage you have is your telekinesis. Your blasters are too slow to get them if you put them on the ground. Slam them into the wall, or push back to get your stamina if you've lost some. Telekinesis 2 is incredibly useful for
getting mana back, while Telekinesis 3 deals with decent damage. If GT Chara uses a hate ball, don't be a timp, wait until the hate ball goes to you, and then dash in the last second because hate ball stops moving when someone is hit, can be duped into thinking that it got sans. GT Chara's biggest advantage is when
sans can't move, make sure you dash and avoid her attacks as fast as possible, GT Chara may still end up slow if you do, but it gives you some time to kill her before she kills you. GT Chára's best attack is bravery 1, as it can stun you can let you get a combo from Khar. To counter this, dash in the last second, when
bravery comes to you as the moment you dash away, bravery will slash double back and miss and dissolve after it's figured out that it's nothing to hit. Sometimes it is better for you to run and avoid than attack, wait until Sgt Chara run out of stamina, and an attack like she can't move or attack Vs Bete Noire Betty can be
really easy to kill, but there are a lot of throw-offs, Scythe 1, 2 and even 4 can end you up in a second, so the tip on it is to start the combo, but once you're done or you're against knocking you back off and stay alert because they can throw a lot of stuff at you and you would besides. Their shield can stop your combos,
which can affect your fight, use Bone 2 and Bone 3 to break them before you make a combo. If you use your weapon, pounce on them and do whatever combo you have because it won't autoblock. In the second stage, watch out for kosu3 and 4 again and watch out for them to stun because they can give them a chance
to take a piece of mana if it scythes 4, this blaster 6 as fast as possible because Betty can't move for about 3 to 5 seconds. If they have more than 2 souls, be very careful when you do attacks as they can do 6, which will change all attacks You, stun them before they make big bangs on Betty. Vs Undyne Your Karma
does not affect Undyne and she can shred your mana with 2, 4 and 7, exhaustion mana easily. Their 6 and they are useless against the Sans, so if they do 6, use blasters to send them away. Remember, you can dash and teleport, so when Undyne ends her attack, teleport and make a combo. If she spears justice, it is
best if you unlock and wait until she stops talking, then dash and teleport as quickly as possible. Then you can lock her again. Vs SS Chara SS Khan was a sans killer due to multi-hit blasters and knife spam. That changed, however, when the Blasters hit only once, giving hope to the Sans Mains. The only effective knife
attack the SS has is knife 2, which can overtake you. But there is a delay when he summons the knife so you can attack, stun you with blue bone, and melee again to end the attack. If you do not see the knife coming, unlock immediately and repeat this movement, dash, and teleport to heaven. Because the gravitational
force is faster than a knife, you can overtake it in this way. all the other knives, you can dash. But be aware that they will spam knife 1 too. So save up your stamina, for phase 2, as she will probably do knives 2 at the end of you, make the same move, and attack. You can not have less than half the endurance left in the
first stage. So don't make mistakes and don't get hit. Vs Cross/X-Chara Unlike other characters rather than X-Chara, Cross is what you should be concerned about more. Their bones can easily chew mana, and it's best not to block their Bones 3, as once Sans blocked their Bones 3, just to get a one-shot. Their knives 2
may end up with you, too. X-Chara is relatively weak against sans as their knives don't stun, so they can easily block overwrite 4 and 5 (Summon_Friend and Teleport). Other than that, there is not much, just keep an eye on their knives 3, which can also chew endurance, so make sure to dash and escape from both
attacks. Vs. Carrot God Carrots of God's Attacks can shred your mana (especially their 4), but for their 2 and 3, they have a windup start time so you can teleport and use the melee then send them away with blasters. Like frisk, Carrot' Gods advantage is when you can't move at all. Carrot has a very large hitbox and
explosions that can chew you endurance. All you have is your dash, and teleport, dash away if Carrot God Spams 1, and be aware that only a dash can prevent you from getting hit. Teleport is also useful for surprise attacks. However, be very careful when attacking because they can perfect block you and can put big
blows on you. Just don't let them rush and move a lot, repeat combos that have low stamina and make sure you don't make mistakes. If using 4, go towards the barrier, place the cursor off the wall and teleport out. Vs Stevonnie Ever Since Stevonnie's 5 (Mid-Air has been updated so that it could not one-shot Sans,
Stevonnie is a relatively easy enemy to deal with, as their only ways of draining your stamina are melee spam, their 2 moved attacks and their pointy ball. Therefore, all you need to worry about is to keep your stamina on everyone's ear. Assuming Stevonnie tries to use his slow time then melee spam you, simply spam
the dash backwards and/or diagonally backward. Since Sans' dash is a special type of dash (Telekinesis Dash), for the first few milliseconds (or seconds if time slow has been used), they acquire IFrames and move at a relatively fast pace (while invisible), then become visible and continue moving slowly. You can use it to
your advantage if Stevonnie is trying to melee spam you with their high speed after using Time Slow. You could also use telekinesis because because you are slow, it will take some time to run them back and in the meantime, your speed will be back to normal. If they try to run you with their pointy ball (with or without
time slow), however, dash back to get a little time, lock them immediately and spam the teleport in random directions from their teleport. If you can do it fast enough, you can gain more distance with a simple teleport and walk as Stevonnie runs in their pointy ball. Eventually they will unequip their pointy ball (either
because of stamina or because of the ediance that you are wasting your time) and will continue to fight you as normal. Attempting to knock Stevonnie backwards with bones (Bones 1 and 2) or Blasters (any of the blaster attacks) won't do anything more than drain endurance and slightly annoy Stevonnie because they
can't get knocked back that well by sans' attacks, so don't try that. Keep in mind, however, how your Karma doesn't apply to Stevonnie, so you can't expect to finish them off in one combo (granting waiver combos that employ Blaster 6). Therefore, pace yourself and keep them at a healthy distance because they can run
through you with their pointy ball easily after the melee, which is tricky to escape, as Sans can't dash or teleport while being hit. Therefore, in order to escape this situation, you need to try to find a window to either run or dash out immediately (teleport can also work if you can use it), and spam teleport to get distance
from them. It is better to keep your lock and spam dash. Use telekinesis to buy time or lock them in place because Steve can't have a spike ball and attack at the same time and spam the dash if they come at you so they can lose their stamina. It will pop sooner or later, and then you can attack. Vs. Delta Sans Delta
Sans will be difficult because of its digit attacks. Bones 1, Blaster 1, Blaster 2, and Blaster 4 are very fast attacks, and if you're not fast enough, they can have a big chunk of your endurance. Dashing away from these attacks is the best option to go. Fight 1, 3, 5 and 6 can be stun them or give them just enough time to full
melee you up again. Not only that, but Combat 6 can stun you and lock you in place, so always block it when it uses that attack. Bones 1, Blaster 1, Blaster 2, can be countered by running, but Blaster 4 can overtake you, leaving a spam dash in one direction, and run very little to give you time to dash again. They can also
use Bone 3 and Blaster 5 to stun and take a big chunk of manith, so don't always go for a melee hit because they can face you easily with these attacks. Phase two isn't that hard because it's just a repeat, but be aware that they have their final, they can almost one shot you at full stamina, so whatever you do, play
defensively and never hit slowly because it gives them enough time to use their bone 3, and blaster 5. Don't be amazed and don't get hit by their attacks and you're good to go. Go.
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